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ABSTRACT    
While    it    is    widely    assumed    that    games    can    engage    patients    in    ther-
apy    through    their    inherent    ‘motivational    pull’,    relatively    little    at-
tention    has    been    paid    to    what    HCI    games    research    can    learn    from    
strategies    employed    by    therapists.    We    address    this    gap    by    leverag-
ing    Self-Determination    Theory    (SDT)    and    its    mini-theories    Basic    
Psychological    Needs    Theory    and    Organismic    Integration    Theory    
as    a    theoretical    lens    on    physical    therapy    for    children    and    adoles-
cents.    Results    from    in-depth    interviews    with    twelve    therapists    show    
that    they    carefully    adjust    sessions    to    allow    patients    to    experience    
competence,    making    more    comprehensive    adjustments    than    cur-
rently    ofered    by    games.    Additionally,    we    highlight    how    therapists    
leverage    their    relationship    with    patients    to    support    motivation,    but    
struggle    to    reconcile    meaningful    experiences    of    autonomy    with    
therapeutic    goals.    On    this    basis,    we    refect    on    implications    for    re-
searchers    and    designers    who    create    games    for    physical    therapy,    and    
the    potential    of    SDT    to    provide    a    foundation    for    game    design    and    
therapeutic    practice.    

Els    Ortibus    
KU    Leuven    

Leuven,    Belgium    
els.ortibus@uzleuven.be    

1    INTRODUCTION    
Physical    therapy    is    commonly    delivered    by    therapists    who    have    
unique    ways    of    motivating    patients,    striving    to    keep    patients    en-
gaged    throughout    the    process    [49].    Among    other    tasks,    therapists    
introduce    relevant    exercises,    adapt    them    to    suit    patient    needs    and    
progress,    and    provide    feedback—all    of    which    is    crucial    for    patient    
motivation    [49,    65].    In    an    efort    to    provide    cost-efective    and    ac-
cessible    physical    therapy,    there    is    an    increasing    push    to    shift    the    
therapeutic    process    to    interactive    technology,    with    games    in    partic-
ular    being    viewed    as    an    ideal    platform    to    support    physical    therapy    
delivery    [13].    An    assumption    that    underpins    this    push    is    that    games    
have    an    inherent    motivational    pull    [74]    that    engages    patients,    and    
can    increase    adherence    to    therapy    [47].    

However,    despite    the    long-standing    interest    of    Human-Computer    
Interaction    (HCI)    and    games    research    in    the    design    of    games    for    
therapy    and    rehabilitation    (e.g.,    [2,    5,    36]),    design    processes    of    games    
to    support    physical    therapy    are    seldom    underpinned    by    a    compre-
hensive    examination    of    therapeutic    practice,    which    is    a    missed    
opportunity    for    our    research    community    to    learn    from    how    thera-
pists    work    with    patients:    many    games    are    designed    through    the    lens    
of    functional    outcomes,    focusing    on    the    translation    of    exercises    into    
game    mechanics    (e.g.,    [76,    83]).    Despite    being    built    in    consultation    
with    therapists    (e.g.,    [27,    30]),    little    account    is    taken    of    therapists’    
practices    and    how    they    can    inform    the    design    of    game-based    phys-
ical    therapy.    Games    for    physical    therapy    predominantly    focus    on    
player    performance    when    choosing    how    to    adapt    the    exercise    to    
the    patient.    This    typically    refers    to    the    adjustment    of    task    difculty    
(e.g.,    [76,    80]),    while    therapists    adopt    a    much    more    comprehensive    
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role    in    terms    of    patient    motivation.    Consequently,    the    potential    
that    lies    in    mapping    the    therapist’s    role    into    games    for    physical    
therapy    remains    untapped.    

In    our    work,    we    address    this    gap    through    an    empirical    analysis    of    
therapeutic    practice    that    seeks    to    examine    the    role    of    the    therapist    
from    a    holistic    perspective.    We    hope    to    make    therapists’    approaches    
accessible    to    researchers    and    designers    in    our    feld,    broadening    the    
foundation    for    the    design    of    games    for    therapy.    We    adopt    the    lens    of    
Self-Determination    Theory    (SDT)    [1,    21,    73]    as    theoretical    perspec-
tive    that    allows    us    to    examine    in    detail    how    therapists    engage    with    
their    patients.    SDT    is    a    macro-theory    of    motivation,    well-being,    and    
psychological    functioning    that    introduces    six    mini-theories    on    spe-
cifc    facets    of    motivation    and    functioning.    In    particular,    we    leverage    
the    mini-theories    Basic    Psychological    Needs    Theory    (BPNT)    [70,    
p.    326f.][22,    p.    233f.]    and    Organismic    Integration    Theory    (OIT)[73,    
p.    19,    ch.    8].    We    chose    BPNT    as    our    frst    focus    as    it    defnes    three    
basic    psychological    needs    (i.e.,    competence,    autonomy,    and    relat-
edness)    as    integral    to    well-being    and    psychological    functioning.    
Given    the    inherently    extrinsic    nature    of    patients’    motivation    to    
partake    in    physical    therapy    [37],    we    selected    OIT    as    our    second    
focus,    as    it    addresses    extrinsic    motivation    and    allows    us    to    examine    
how    external    factors    afect    patient    motivation.    The    main    research    
questions    that    guide    our    work    are    the    following:    

(RQ1)    What    strategies    do    therapists    employ    to    motivate    their    pa-
tients,    and    how    do    they    adjust    therapeutic    sessions    to    suit    
the    needs    of    individual    patients?    

(RQ2)    What    are    diferences    and    similarities    between    the    way    thera-
pists    approach    and    work    with    patients,    and    the    way    players    
are    approached    in    games    for    therapy?    

To    address    these    questions,    we    carried    out    semi-structured    in-
terviews    with    twelve    therapists.    We    focused    on    therapists    working    
with    children    and    adolescents,    as    this    is    a    target    audience    already    
interested    in    games,    and    therefore    likely    to    beneft    from    game-based    
approaches    to    physical    therapy.    We    apply    Thematic    Analysis    [3,    11]    
to    analyze    our    data.    

Results    show    that    therapists    intuitively    apply    BPNT    in    physical    
therapy:    they    very    carefully    tailor    sessions    to    patients    in    terms    
of    exercise    difculty    and    feedback    delivery,    taking    into    account    
physical    abilities    and    factors    such    as    patient    mood,    ensuring    that    
patients    are    given    space    to    experience    competence    while    avoiding    
instances    of    failure    at    any    cost.    Yet,    while    therapists    understand    that    
supporting    patients’    autonomy    is    relevant    to    their    motivation,    we    
fnd    that    many    therapists    strongly    believe    that,    e.g.,    ofered    choices    
need    to    be    restricted    to    ensure    that    therapeutic    goals    are    achieved.    
We    fnd    that    therapists    strongly    rely    on    a    positive    relationship    with    
their    patients    to    keep    them    engaged,    an    efort    which    is    supported    
by    acts    that    seek    to    increase    extrinsic    motivation    (e.g.,    rewarding).    
When    comparing    these    fndings    to    strategies    that    seek    to    motivate    
players    in    games    for    physical    therapy,    we    fnd    similarities    (e.g.,    feed-
back    provision    and    adaptation),    but    also    diferences.    Most    notably,    
therapists    adapt    and    provide    feedback    at    a    higher    level    of    fdelity,    
and    completely    avoid    patient    failure,    which    is    not    always    found    in    
games    for    physical    therapy.    

Our    work    makes    the    following    three    contributions:    (1)    We    pro-
vide    a    comprehensive    examination    of    therapeutic    practice    
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through    the    lens    of    SDT    [1,    21,    73].    This    closes    a    gap    in    our    un-
derstanding    of    how    therapists    motivate    their    patients,    and    lays    
the    foundation    to    enable    researchers    and    designers    to    build    on    
this    knowledge    in    their    work.    (2)    We    compare    therapists’    ap-
proaches    to    best    practices    in    the    design    of    games    for    physical    
therapy,    and    compile    implications    for    design    with    respect    
to    how    games    need    to    improve    to    capture    the    strengths    of    
physical    therapy.    Through    this,    we    highlight    key    lessons    for    HCI    
games    research.    Likewise,    we    highlight    shortcomings    of    therapeu-
tic    practice    to    identify    gaps    that    could    be    flled    through    games.    
(3)    We    refect    on    the    potential    of    SDT    and    its    mini-theories    
in    the    structured    design    of    therapeutic    practice    and    games    
for    physical    therapy,    providing    our    research    community    with    an    
example    of    how    SDT    can    be    applied    to    understand    expert    practice    
and    leverage    it    in    technology    design.    

As    we    shift    toward    technology-led    interactive    physical    therapy,    
the    question    of    how    interactive    technology    including    games    can    
best    support    patients    needs    to    be    answered.    Our    work    presents    
a    frst    step    toward    understanding    therapeutic    practice    more    com-
prehensively,    and    ofers    insights    that    can    serve    as    a    step    toward    
theory-driven    design    and    development    of    adaptive    games    for    phys-
ical    therapy.    

2    BACKGROUND    
In    this    section,    we    give    an    overview    of    patient    motivation    and    
adaptation    in    physical    therapy,    and    in    the    context    of    digital    games.    
Additionally,    we    introduce    Self-Determination    Theory    as    our    theo-
retical    lens,    and    motivate    why    we    chose    this    theory    as    a    foundation    
for    our    work.    

2.1    The    Role    of    Motivation    and    Adaptation    in    
Physical    Therapy    

Generally,    being    ‘motivated    means    to    be    moved    to    do    something’    
and    ‘someone    who    is    energized    or    activated    toward    an    end    is    con-
sidered    motivated’    [71].    Motivational    theories,    i.e.,    psychological    
theories    that    are    concerned    with    the    why    of    behaviours,    address    the    
initiation    and    direction    of    behaviours    as    fundamental    elements    of    
motivation    [21].    For    example,    Protection    Motivation    Theory,    frst    in-
troduced    by    Rogers    and    Prentice-Dunn    [67],    is    a    prominent    theory    
of    motivation    in    research    on    physical    therapy    [12,    32,    33],    where    it    
is    applied    to    understand    barriers    to    patient    adherence,    i.e.,    patients    
committing    to    and    following    their    treatment    plan    [37].    

The    relevance    of    patient    motivation    is    widely    acknowl-
edged    in    physical    therapy    because    of    its    interpretation    as    a    
precursor    to    adherence    [18,    37],    ultimately    leading    to    improved    
quality    of    life    [31].    The    feld    has    addressed    patient    motivation    
through    numerous    works,    with    a    highly    cited    literature    review    
by    Maclean    et    al.    [49]    identifying    three    perspectives    on    motivation:    
frst,    motivation    as    a    personality    trait    of    patients    that    is    unafected    
by    extrinsic    factors,    strictly    excluding    social    and    environmental    fac-
tors;    second,    motivation    and    its    relationship    with    extrinsic    factors    
(e.g.,    internalised    cultural    norms,    the    rehabilitation    environment,    
and    patients’    social    support    network)    as    infuential    to    motivation;    
and    third,    motivation    as    a    construct    infuenced    by    extrinsic    and    
intrinsic    factors.    The    authors    emphasise    the    importance    of    under-
standing    all    factors    contributing    to    motivation    in    order    to    empower    
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rehabilitation    professionals    to    motivate    patients    to    the    best    of    their    
abilities,    thereby    supporting    engagement    and    adherence.    Another    
literature    review    by    Grindley    and    Zizzi    [32]    paints    a    similar    picture,    
focusing    on    adherence    behaviour    in    works    from    sports    medicine,    
sport    psychology,    athletic    training,    and    physical    therapy.    While    
the    authors    focus    on    older    adults,    the    factors    they    identify    as    con-
tributing    to    adherence    behaviour    appear    generally    applicable.    They    
identifed    two    categories    of    contributing    factors,    namely    personal    
(intrinsic)    factors    such    as    self-motivation    or    pain    tolerance,    and    
environmental    (extrinsic)    factors    such    as    communication    or    ther-
apist    support.    Majnemer    et    al.    [50]    present    similar    results    based    
on    a    study    investigating    motivational    factors    in    adolescents    with    
cerebral    palsy.    

Sluijs    et    al.    [78]    report,    amongst    other    factors,    lack    of    positive    
feedback    (i.e.,    a    factor    contributing    to    extrinsic    motivation)    as    highly    
related    to    patient    noncompliance    with    physical    therapy    exercises.    
Similarly,    work    by    Rone-Adams    et    al.    [68]    points    towards    a    sig-
nifcant    negative    impact    of    caregiver    stress    as    an    external    factor    
and    compliance    with    home    exercise    programs    in    caregivers    of    chil-
dren    with    disabilities.    More    recent    work    by    Holt    et    al.    [37]    looked    
to    identify    and    categorise    barriers,    facilitators,    and    strategies    to    
boost    exercise    therapy    adherence    in    a    literature    review    involving    
work    on    children    and    adolescents    with    musculoskeletal    conditions.    
They    identify    time    constraints,    physical    environment,    and    nega-
tive    exercise    experiences    as    common    barriers    to    adherence,    while    
social    support    and    positive    exercise    experiences    are    identifed    as    
facilitators,    aligning    well    with    the    aforementioned    research.    As    for    
boosting    strategies,    the    authors    report    that    reinforcement,    exercise    
program    modifcation,    and    education    were    most    often    found    in    
the    work    they    reviewed.    They    conclude    with    a    high-level    recom-
mendation    to    consider    eforts    to    individualise    adherence-boosting    
strategies,    as    well    as    making    exercise    more    enjoyable,    social,    and    
convenient.    

The    literature    provides    few    concrete    suggestions    for    how    
to    best    support    adaptation    (i.e.,    adjusting    therapy    to    indi-
vidual    patient    needs).    Generally,    there    is    a    strong    focus    on    ad-
justing    exercises    to    physical    skills.    For    example,    this    can    be    achieved    
through    high-level    periodisation,    i.e.,    structuring    therapy    into    phases    
that    increase    and    decrease    in    intensity    but    maintain    an    overall    trend    
towards    progressing    in    intensity    [17].    Working    at    a    higher    level    of    
detail,    Blanchard    and    Glasgow    [8]    contribute    a    model    for    exercise    
progression    and    regression    in    rehabilitation,    dividing    exercises    into    
blocks    or    sub-components    of    a    skill    that    are    added    and    removed    to    
change    difculty.    

However,    despite    the    broad    recognition    of    the    importance    of    
individual    and    psychological    factors    afecting    patient    motivation,    
we    found    little    work    that    concretely    examined    how    rehabilitation    
can    be    adapted    to    patients.    Most    notably,    sport    science    recognizes    
the    emotional    toll    of    injury    on    elite    athletes    (e.g.,    Podlog    et    al.    [59]),    
and    suggests    that    it    needs    to    be    taken    into    account    in    rehabilitation.    
Likewise,    there    is    work    from    rehabilitation    science    arguing    that    fac-
tors    such    as    acceptance    of    one’s    own    disability    impact    therapeutic    
outcomes    [46],    but    falling    short    of    concrete    recommendations    as    to    
how    this    should    be    accounted    for    in    therapeutic    practice.    

2.2    Player    Motivation    and    Adaptation    in    Games    
for    Physical    Therapy    

Researchers    have    investigated    the    use    of    games    for    physical    ther-
apy    for    over    twenty    years    [38].    Prior    research    has    explored    the    
application    of    commercial    games,    as    well    as    specifcally    developed    
games    for    rehabilitative    purposes    (e.g.,    [10,    52,    61]).    Among    the    
most    prominently    discussed    advantages    of    using    games    for    
physical    therapy    is    the    assumption    that    games    motivate    pa-
tients    [9]    through    unique    characteristics    that    are    inherently    moti-
vating    [43].    

Player    motivation    has    been    researched    extensively:    similar    to    
physical    therapy    linking    patient    motivation    with    adherence,    games    
research    views    player    motivation    as    a    precursor    to    prolonged    en-
gagement.    Here,    ‘fow’-theory—a    theory    of    optimal    challenge    in    
which    a    person’s    skill    is    well-matched    by    the    difculty    of    an    activ-
ity    [19]—is    frequently    leveraged.    Flow    theory    closely    links    challenge    
and    motivation:    balancing    in-game    challenge    with    player    skill    to    
achieve    an    optimal    experience    is    closely    linked    to    entering    a    state    
of    fow,    i.e.,    losing    oneself    in    an    activity.    In    turn,    this    is    linked    with    
prolonged    player    engagement    and    sustained    motivation    [53].    

In    consequence,    developing    mechanisms    to    match    in-game    chal-
lenge    to    player    skill    has    become    of    central    interest    to    games    research.    
Here,    research    has    examined    the    potential    of    dynamic    difculty    
adjustment    (DDA)    as    a    means    of    automatically    attuning    game    dif-
culty    to    player    skill    in    real-time    based    on    player    performance,    e.g.,    
Ang    and    Mitchell    [4],    Ben    Itzhak    et    al.    [6],    and    Salisbury    et    al.    [76].    
Such    approaches    have    been    demonstrated    to    have    positive    efects    
on    player    motivation    [57].    Likewise,    the    importance    of    skill    bal-
ancing    is    recognized    in    the    context    of    games    for    physical    
therapy,    highlighting    the    importance    of    matching    in-game    
challenge    with    patient    motor    skill    [25].    To    achieve    this,    calibra-
tion    routines    (i.e.,    adjusting    games    to    parameters    such    as    player    
range    of    motion    at    the    beginning    of    a    session    [28])    are    leveraged    in    
combination    with    other    forms    of    difculty    adjustment.    To    match    
in-game    difculty    with    player    skill    at    runtime,    DDA    algorithms    
have    also    been    used    in    games    for    physical    therapy.    For    example,    
DDA    algorithms    have    been    integrated    in    movement-based    games    
to    support    physical    therapy    among    older    adults    with    the    goal    of    
improving    player    motivation    [39,    79].    Such    algorithms    may,    for    ex-
ample,    consider    in-game    performance    [58]    or    physical    movement    
data    [62]    as    input    factors    to    adapt    difculty    by    changing    numbers    
of    targets    [58]    or    the    size    of    target    areas    [62].    Generally,    we    observe    
that    adaptation    in    games    for    physical    therapy    remains    strongly    
rooted    in    parameters    of    player    performance.    

However,    we    also    want    to    highlight    the    existence    of    design    rec-
ommendations    that    consider    the    importance    of    other    factors    
for    player    motivation    in    games    for    physical    therapy    that    ex-
tend    beyond    matching    skill    and    difculty.    For    example,    Flores    
et    al.    [25]    highlight    that    aspects    such    as    engaging    players    in    mean-
ingful    activities    and    providing    appropriate    feedback    are    expected    
to    contribute    to    motivation.    Likewise,    Kayali    et    al.    [44]    examined    
how    games    for    health    can    support    long-term    player    engagement,    
drawing    similar    conclusions    that    highlight    the    relevance    of    individ-
ual    and    valuable    experiences,    the    provision    of    (progress)    feedback,    
and    employment    of    mechanics    to    continually    engage    players    (e.g.,    
rewards    or    multiplayer    features).    This    is    also    refected    in    work    by    
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Hernandez    et    al.    [36]    showing    that    it    is    possible    to    design    fast-
paced,    action-oriented    games    for    players    with    motor    disabilities.    
More    recent    work    by    Cimolino    et    al.    [16]    looking    into    partial    au-
tomation    of    gameplay    as    an    accessibility    feature    further    underlines    
the    importance    of    matching    challenge    and    player    abilities,    a    consid-
eration    that    is    also    supported    by    Gerling    et    al.    [27]    as    a    means    of    
reducing    risk    of    vulnerability    of    players.    In    recognition    of    the    com-
plexity    of    player    motivation    and    contributing    factors,    HCI    games    
research    has    developed    a    vested    interest    [82]    in    Self-Determination    
Theory    [1,    21,    22,    72].    It    is    the    second    prominent    lens    on    player    
motivation,    and    posits    that    players    engage    with    games    as    a    means    
of    fulflling    basic    human    needs    [74].    We    discuss    the    theory    and    
its    application    in    games    research    in    more    depth    in    the    following    
section.    

2.3    Theoretical    Lens:    Self-Determination    
Theory    

Self-Determination    Theory    (SDT)    is    a    macro-theory    of    motivation,    
well-being,    and    psychological    functioning    frst    introduced    by    Deci    
and    Ryan    [21]    in    1985,    and    has    since    been    continuously    improved    
and    advanced.    In    general,    SDT    views    people    as    active    organisms    
that    evolve    and    develop    depending    on    social    contexts    [1,    22,    72].    To    
date,    SDT    comprises    six    mini-theories    that    more    closely    examine    
diferent    aspects    of    motivation    and    psychological    functioning.    In    
particular,    we    leverage    two    mini-theories    as    lenses    for    our    analysis:    

Basic    Psychological    Needs    Theory    (BPNT)    [73,    p.    10f.,    ch.    10]    
[70,    p.    326f.][22,    p.    233f.]    argues    that    at    its    core,    psychological    
health    and    well-being    fourish    in    contexts    in    which    autonomy,    com-
petence,    and    relatedness—the    three    basic    psychological    needs—are    
supported.    Autonomy    refers    to    a    person’s    need    to    have    control    over    
their    actions    and    the    ability    to    act    out    of    their    own    volition    or    in    
a    way    that    refects    their    interests    and    values.    Competence    encom-
passes    the    need    to    feel    challenged    but    also    capable    of    executing    a    
task    well.    Last,    relatedness    addresses    the    sense    of    belonging    and    
feeling    connected    to    others.    What    is    noteworthy    here    is    that    part    of    
this    mini-theory—the    efects    of    (not)    satisfying    one    or    more    of    the    
basic    psychological    needs—is    addressed    within    each    of    the    other    
mini-theories    in    specifc    contexts.    

Second,    Organismic    Integration    Theory    (OIT)    [73,    p.    19,    ch.    8]    
addresses    a    spectrum    of    extrinsic    motivation,    whereby    extrinsic    
motivation    is    described    as    behaviour    executed    for    the    sake    of    its    
outcome,    e.g.,    rewards.    This    mini-theory    describes    four    forms    of    
extrinsic    motivation    on    a    continuum    of    internalisation—with    fully    
internalised    behaviour    being    intrinsically    motivated:    (1)    external    
regulation,    e.g.,    performing    a    behaviour    to    obtain    a    reward;    (2)    intro-
jected    regulation,    e.g.,    engaging    in    a    behaviour    to    maintain    a    feeling    
of    self-worth;    (3)    identifed    regulation,    e.g,    consciously    regarding    
the    behaviour    as    personally    important;    (4)    integrated    regulation,    
e.g.,    the    behaviour    fully    aligns    with    one’s    beliefs    and    needs,    but    is    
still    executed    for    extrinsic    reasons,    rather    than    the    sole    enjoyment    
of    the    task—in    contrast    to    intrinsically    motivated    behaviour.    OIT    
additionally    addresses    the    concept    of    amotivation,    i.e.,    the    absence    
of    motivation,    alongside    these    motivational    regulations.    The    mini-
theory    picks    up    on    the    basic    psychological    needs    for    autonomy    
and    relatedness    as    facilitators    for    internalisation    and    specifcally    
addresses    the    efects    of    social    contexts    on    extrinsic    motivation.    
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We    chose    BPNT    as    our    frst    focus    as    it    defnes    three    basic    psy-
chological    needs    as    integral    to    well-being    and    psychological    func-
tioning    and    selected    OIT    as    our    second    focus,    as    it    allows    us    to    
examine    how    external    factors    afect    patient    motivation.    The    other    
mini-theories    introduced    by    SDT    (and    not    used    in    this    study)    are    
Cognitive    Evaluation    Theory    (CET)    [73,    p.    19,    ch.    6,    7]    (address-
ing    intrinsic    motivation),    Causality    Orientations    Theory    (COT)    [73,    
p.    20,    ch.    9]    (investigating    motivational    orientations),    Goal    Contents    
Theory    (GCT)    [73,    p.    21,    ch.    11]    (linking    goals    to    needs    satisfaction),    
and    Relationship    Motivation    Theory    (RMT)    [73,    p.    21,    ch.    12]    (fo-
cusing    on    the    need    for    relatedness).    

The    importance    of    self-determination    and    specifcally    autonomy    
support    has    been    studied    in    contexts    related    to    physical    therapy:    In    
classroom    settings,    Reeve    [64]    found    that    an    autonomy    supportive    
teaching    style,    e.g.,    by    using    non-controlling    language    or    commu-
nicating    value,    overall    supports    students’    motivation.    A    review    by    
Ntoumanis    and    Standage    [55]    analyzing    work    on    school    physical    
education    that    employ    SDT    found    needs    satisfaction    in    general    and    
particularly    through    autonomy    supportive    teaching    techniques    to    
be    benefcial.    A    more    narrow    investigation    of    autonomy    supportive    
teaching    styles    by    Cheon    et    al.    [15]    further    confrmed    these    results.    
Similar    results    were    also    are    suggested    by    Cheon    et    al.    [14]    in    the    
context    of    high-stakes    competitive    sports,    and    by    Teixeira    et    al.    [81]    
in    a    review    of    studies    on    leisure    time    exercise    motivation    in    adults.    

An    increasing    body    of    work    also    acknowledges    the    importance    of    
self-determination    in    physical    therapy,    particularly    as    a    means    to    im-
prove    patient    adherence    and    efectiveness    of    therapy    (e.g.,    [60,    85]).    
However,    while    SDT    is    leveraged    to    understand    functional    ther-
apeutic    outcomes,    few    works    have    specifcally    adopted    SDT    as    a    
theoretical    lens    to    investigate    aspects    of    motivation    in    physical    
activity.    This    appears    to    show    a    strong    focus    on    needs    satisfac-
tion    [7,    75]    and    motivational    regulation    [63]    from    the    perspective    
of    patient    experience.    In    a    survey    paper    focusing    on    motivation    in    
pediatric    motor    rehabilitation,    Meyns    et    al.    [52]    show    that    motiva-
tion    is    rarely    included    as    an    outcome    measure,    and    authors    report    
a    strong    bias    towards    the    use    of    new    technologies    in    interventions    
that    mention    patient    motivation.    However,    Meyns    et    al.    [52]    argue    
that    the    integration    of    SDT    remains    shallow,    repeating    the    ar-
gument    that    games    have    an    inherent    motivational    pull    [74],    
but    failing    to    answer    which    specifc    practices    afect    patient    
motivation    and    how    they    do    so.    

Interestingly,    the    use    of    SDT    is    criticized    from    a    similar    perspec-
tive    within    the    games    research    community.    While    the    role    of    needs    
satisfaction    is    acknowledged    and    investigated    in    games,    Deterding    
[24]    points    out    the    importance    of    the    (social)    context    in    which    a    
game    is    played    when    investigating    autonomy    support.    Further,    a    
most    recent    literature    review    by    Tyack    and    Mekler    [82]    highlights    
the    prominence    of    BPNT    in    particular    at    surface    level    (e.g.,    over    half    
of    the    included    works    in    their    review    utilise    at    least    one    SDT-based    
measure    in    the    context    of    player    experience,    i.e.,    the    Intrinsic    Moti-
vation    Inventory    [74]    or    the    Player    Experience    Needs    Satisfaction    
scale    [74]),    but    also    criticizes    that    games    research    rarely    considers    
other    mini-theories    or    details    of    SDT    concepts    as    theoretical    frame-
works.    This    is    mirrored    in    the    design    of    games    for    physical    therapy,    
where    SDT    has    only    been    superfcially    applied    (e.g.,    [20,    48,    51]),    
leaving    the    full    potential    of    SDT    as    a    theory    that    can    help    explain    
motivation    and    well-being    untapped.    
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Taking into account the importance of patient motivation in 
physical therapy, we consider this a missed opportunity for game 
design: Self-Determination Theory has shown promise both in 
games research and in rehabilitation science, and can be leveraged 
to close the gap in our understanding of how therapists motivate 
patients, and how these eforts can be translated into the design of 
games for physical therapy. 

3 METHODOLOGY 
We    carried    out    semi-structured    interviews    with    rehabilitation    pro-
fessionals    in    order    to    explore    practical    approaches    to    patient    moti-
vation    in    traditional    physical    therapy,    leveraging    the    lens    of    Self-
Determination    Theory    [1,    21,    22,    72].    We    sought    to    answer    our    two    
research    questions:    (RQ1)    What    strategies    do    therapists    employ    to    
motivate    their    patients,    and    how    do    they    adjust    therapeutic    sessions    
to    suit    the    needs    of    individual    patients?    (RQ2)    What    are    diferences    
and    similarities    between    the    way    therapists    approach    and    work    
with    patients,    and    the    way    players    are    approached    in    games    for    
therapy?    Thereby,    we    hope    to    derive    insights    into    traditional    phys-
ical    therapy    that    can    be    leveraged    within    the    HCI    games    research    
community    to    inform    the    design    of    games    for    therapy.    

3.1    Interview    Questions    
We    grounded    our    guiding    questions    for    the    semi-structured    inter-
views    in    a    relevant    subset    of    the    mini-theories    of    SDT    [1,    21,    22,    
72],    specifcally    the    Basic    Psychological    Needs    Theory    (BPNT)    [70,    
p.    326f.][22,    p.    233f.]    and    Organismic    Integration    Theory    (OIT)    [73,    
p.    19,    ch.    8].    We    focus    on    these    mini-theories    because    BPNT    ofers    a    
comparably    universal    lens    and    appears    to    be    the    most    prominently    
applied    mini-theory    in    games    research    [82].    As    patients    are    inher-
ently    extrinsically    motivated    to    partake    in    physical    therapy,    we    
argue    that    OIT    ofers    an    interesting    additional    theoretical    lens    to    
examine    how    the    therapist    and    therapeutic    practice    shape    patient    
motivation.    

Figure    1    gives    an    overview    of    the    mapping    between    SDT    as    
theoretical    background    and    keywords    for    the    defnition    of    questions.    
We    base    our    keywords    (and    therefore    questions)    addressing    BPNT    
and    OIT    on    a    general    reading    of    the    theory    as    provided    by    Deci    
and    Ryan    [22]    [70,    72,    73].    Regarding    BPNT    specifcally,    we    drew    
keywords    from    the    relevant    concepts    of    the    Player    Experience    of    
Needs    Satisfaction    (PENS)    [74]    questionnaire,    a    validated    [40]    and    
widely    adopted    measure.    While    the    PENS    was    originally    developed    
to    support    the    evaluation    of    digital    games,    the    way    that    the    core    
constructs    of    BPNT    are    approached    makes    it    a    suitable    resource    
to    inform    question    design    for    our    interviews.    Note    that    the    PENS    
questionnaire    further    includes    the    concepts    of    presence/immersion    
and    intuitive    control,    which    we    omitted    as    they    are    specifcally    
framed    towards    digital    games.    Our    approach    in    deriving    keywords    
difered    for    Organismic    Integration    Theory    (OIT),    which    addresses    
extrinsic    motivation:    we    were    not    able    so    select    a    suitable    scale,    with    
the    GAMS    questionnaire    [45]    very    specifcally    addressing    games    
and    therefore    not    adequately    capturing    the    context    of    physical    
therapy.    Hence,    we    utilised    the    OIT’s    taxonomy    of    regulatory    styles    
by    Ryan    and    Deci    [73,    p.    192][82,    p.    3]    as    a    basis    to    achieve    a    similar    
segmentation    as    a    scale    would    have    ofered.    
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The    questions    were    formulated    in    three    iterations.    Initially,    two    
of    the    authors    drafted    questions    and    prompts    separately.    These    
drafts    were    then    discussed,    compared    with    the    mini-theories,    and    
merged    by    the    two    authors,    resulting    in    the    second    version.    This    
was    then    shared    with    two    colleagues    in    rehabilitation    science,    and    
questions    were    adjusted    based    on    their    remarks.    

The    fnal    interview    guide    includes    eleven    questions    of    which    
seven    address    each    of    the    concepts    within    BPNT    and    OIT.    For    
example,    ‘Question:    Can    patients    infuence    the    structure    of    therapy?    
For    example,    can    they    choose    which    exercises    they    want    to    do,    choose    
from    set    of    alternatives,    or    the    order    of    exercises?    Can    they    choose    
level    of    difculty?    Are    there    other    aspects    of    therapy    where    they    get    
choice?    Prompts:    What    do    you    do    if    they    don’t    want    to    do    a    specifc    
exercise?    Do    you    think    there    are    benefts    /    drawbacks    to    giving    them    
choice?’,    addresses    autonomy    support    within    BPNT    through    giving    
choice.    

The    full    set    of    questions    is    included    in    the    supplementary    materi-
als.    Note    that    questions    were    developed    in    English,    and    then    trans-
lated    into    Dutch    as    the    interviews    were    conducted    in    Belgium.    All    
questions    were    checked    by    profcient    speakers    with    backgrounds    
in    games    research    and    rehabilitation    science.    

3.2    Participants    and    Procedure    
We    recruited    twelve    physical    therapists    through    existing    project    
networks    and    personal    contacts.    All    participants    work    with    chil-
dren    and    adolescents;    most    also    work    with    babies    and    very    young    
children    (P02,    P03,    P05,    P06,    P08,    P09,    P11,    P12),    and/or    adults    (P01,    
P02,    P03,    P07,    P09,    P11,    P12).    Most    of    the    participants    work    with    
people    with    diferent    disabilities.    Two    exclusively    work    with    people    
with    Cerebral    Palsy,    a    group    of    neurodevelopmental    disorders    in-
volving    various    functions    (e.g.,    sensory    function    or    musculoskeletal    
function)    [69],    (P02,    P04).    Three    participants    focus    on    working    with    
people    with    what    they    consider    to    be    ‘severe    motor    impairments’    
(P01,    P04,    P09);    one    participant    works    with    ‘minor    to    moderate    im-
pairments    only’    (P06),    while    all    others    target    any    level    of    severity.    
There    were    diferent    views    on    games    among    the    participants:    while    
perspectives    were    generally    positive,    only    a    few    integrated    them    in    
therapeutic    practice    (e.g.,    as    rewards);    the    majority    of    participants    
did    not    use    games    as    part    of    physical    therapy.    A    table    detailing    par-
ticipant    information    can    be    found    in    the    supplementary    materials.    

Participant    invitations    were    sent    out    via    e-mail,    including    an    in-
formation    letter    and    informed    consent    form.    Potential    participants    
were    asked    to    read    both    documents,    reach    out    in    case    of    questions,    
and    return    the    signed    informed    consent    form    via    e-mail,    indicating    
their    preferred    interview    language    (either    Dutch    or    English)    and    
their    preferred    video    call    software,    with    all    interviews    being    carried    
out    remotely.    At    the    start    of    each    call,    participants    were    asked    again    
if    they    had    any    questions    before    the    audio    recording    was    started.    
Once    the    recording    started,    the    interviewer    went    through    the    key    
points    of    the    informed    consent    form    to    ensure    understanding    and    
consent    before    starting    with    the    semi-structured    interview.    After    
the    interview    concluded,    participants    were    sent    an    e-mail    thank-
ing    them    for    their    participation,    to    arrange    remuneration    and    to    
enquire    whether    they    would    like    to    be    informed    about    the    outcome    
of    the    study.    Interviews    lasted    about    45    minutes,    and    participants    
were    ofered    20€    as    a    reimbursement    for    their    time.    The    research    
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Figure 1: Mapping between SDT mini-theories, encompassed concepts, and keywords used to derive interview questions. 

protocol was approved by the KU Leuven social and societal ethics 
committee. 

3.3    Positionality    
When    leveraging    refexive    research    approaches[3,    11],    it    is    impor-
tant    to    acknowledge    the    impact    of    our    own    backgrounds    and    po-
sitionality    on    our    work.    Generally,    our    research    team    has    been    
active    in    the    human-computer    interaction    and    rehabilitation    sci-
ence    research    communities    for    many    years,    with    many    of    us    having    
previous    experience    in    designing    (playful)    assistive    technology.    
The    main    author    has    a    background    in    computer    science    and    media    
design/HCI.    They    do    not    have    considerable    personal    experience    
with    physical    therapy,    and    are    not    a    parent.    However,    they    contin-
uously    work    on    their    ally-ship    by    consciously    seeking    out    media    
designed,    written,    or    recorded    by    members    of    marginalised    groups    
in    order    to    sensitise    themselves    to    the    obstacles    members    of    these    
groups    face    in    everyday    life.    The    other    authors    of    this    paper    are    
trained    in    computer    science,    rehabilitation    science,    and    the    social    
sciences.    Two    members    of    the    research    team    have    previously    devel-
oped    game-based    interventions    to    support    physical    therapy;    three    
further    members    of    the    research    team    have    practical    experience    of    
working    as    therapists.    Additionally,    some    members    of    the    research    
team    have    experience    with    physical    therapy    from    the    perspective    
of    the    patient,    and/or    are    parents    of    children    who    are    currently    in    
physical    therapy    to    support    their    motor    skills.    As    such,    we    also    have    
personal    experience    of    instances    of    (a)motivation    in    the    context    of    
physical    therapy.    However,    we    want    to    point    out    that    these    expe-
riences    should    not    be    compared    to    the    lived    experience    of    young    
people    engaged    in    long-term    physical    therapy.    Finally,    there    also    is    
a    breadth    of    perspectives    on    what    games    can    and    should    provide    in    
the    context    of    rehabilitation    (e.g.,    whether    the    technology    is    ft    for    
comprehensive    deployment)    within    our    team,    and    we    have    diferent    
views    on    the    role    of    the    therapist    (e.g.,    whether    they    lead    through    
physical    therapy,    or    act    as    coach    supporting    the    patient).    

3.4    Analysis    
Data    were    analyzed    following    deductive    refexive    Thematic    Analy-
sis    [11,    p.    10,    55–57][3].    TA    in    general    describes    a    group    of    method-
ological    approaches    to    develop    patterns    of    meaning    across    quali-
tative    datasets    through    a    rigorous    process    of    data    familiarisation,    
coding,    and    theme    development.    While    all    TA    approaches    ofer    
some    theoretical    fexibility,    i.e.,    being    applicable    to    a    range    of    difer-
ent    research    questions    and    circumstances,    individual    approaches    
may    vary    greatly    in    their    underlying    philosophy    and    proposed    pro-
cedures.    Refexive    TA    in    particular    is    characterised    by    highlighting    
the    single    analysing    researcher’s    inherent    subjectivity    as    an    essen-
tial    part    of    the    method,    as    well    as    its    refexive    and    recursive    process.    
Discussions    and    coding    with    other    researchers    are    not    excluded    in    
this    approach,    but    rather    considered    as    an    optional    measure.    A    de-
ductive    (refexive)    TA    is    shaped    by    the    use    of,    for    example,    existing    
theoretical    concepts    as    a    lens    through    which    data    is    coded.    

As    a    frst    step,    all    interviews    were    transcribed,    translated    from    
Dutch    into    English    (with    the    support    of    DeepL    [23]    and    native-level    
speakers    of    both    languages),    and    potentially    identifying    information    
was    removed.    

In    a    second    step,    the    frst    author    conducted    a    deductive    refexive    
Thematic    Analysis,    following    the    widely    adopted    approach    intro-
duced    by    Braun    and    Clarke    [11,    p.    10,    55–57][3].    Already    familiar    
with    the    data    through    the    process    of    transcribing    and    translating    the    
interviews,    the    frst    author    engaged    in    an    iterative    coding    process,    
addressing    the    relevant    constructs.    The    initial    assignment    was    then    
reviewed    in    another    iteration:    the    frst    author,    who    also    conducted    
the    analysis    thus    far,    checked    their    own    assignment    in    a    horizontal    
approach,    i.e.,    going    through    all    assigned    quotes    per    theme,    refect-
ing    on    the    assigned    quotes’    adequacy,    adapting    the    coding    where    
necessary.    Finally,    the    quotes    per    theme    were    grouped    into    codes    
refecting    a    common    message    among    each    group    of    quotes.    The    
codes    within    each    theme    were    regularly    discussed    within    the    re-
search    team    to    evaluate    the    progress    of    the    analysis    and    gather    
points    of    view    for    the    discussion,    supporting    the    overall    analysis,    
but    leaving    responsibility    for    the    process    with    the    frst    author.    
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4 RESULTS 
In    this    section,    we    present    the    results    structured    around    the    two    
mini-theories    of    Self-Determination    Theory    [1,    21,    22,    72]    leveraged    
during    analysis.    We    begin    with    Basic    Psychological    Needs    Theory    
(BPNT)    [70,    p.    326f.][22,    p.    233f.]    as    the    most    common    mini-theory    
in    HCI    games    research    [82],    and    then    present    Organismic    Integra-
tion    Theory    (OIT)    [73,    p.    19,    ch.    8],    which    specifcally    examines    
extrinsic    motivation,    an    aspect    highly    relevant    in    therapeutic    set-
tings    where    patient    motivation    may    hinge    on    external    factors.    For    
readability,    we    refer    to    the    participants    of    our    study    as    ‘therapists’    
and    to    the    people    attending    physical    therapy    sessions    with    them    as    
‘children’1.    

4.1    Basic    Psychological    Needs    Theory    
We    structure    the    results    around    the    three    main    basic    psychological    
needs    within    BPNT,    competence,    autonomy,    and    relatedness    (see    
Section    2.3).    

Competence    [73,    p.    127f.,    ch.    10].    Our    results    show    that    all    ther-
apists    intuitively    embraced    the    relevance    of    experiencing    
success—or    competence—in    the    context    of    physical    therapy.    
This    theme    encompasses    two    main    areas:    (1)    the    careful    design    
of    physical    therapy    sessions    and    within    it    the    adaptation    of    the    
difculty    of    exercises    to    meet    the    skill    level    of    the    children    and    
facilitate    the    experience    of    competence;    and    (2)    the    provision    of    
feedback    to    reinforce    perceived    competence.    

The    overall    therapeutic    process    is    determined    by    initial    and    reg-
ularly    repeated    assessments    of    children’s    abilities    (e.g.,    through    
standardised    tests)    and    the    goals    of    the    physical    therapy    set    by    
caregivers,    therapists,    and    sometimes    the    children    themselves.    In    
designing    therapeutic    sessions,    therapists    engage    in    a    continuous    
cycle    of    monitoring    a    child’s    performance    and    adapting    the    ex-
ercises    accordingly,    starting    with    initial    appraisal    of    the    child’s    
abilities.    To    engender    the    experience    of    competence,    several    thera-
pists    pointed    out    the    importance    of    building    of    existing    skills    
in    physical    therapy    sessions,    e.g.,    ‘You    put    someone    on    the    mat    
and    you    look    at    what    they    already    do    by    themselves.    Uhm...    so    if    they    
can    already    do    things    by    themselves,    those    are    things    that    you    can    
ask    for    more...’    (P02).    Then,    therapists    work    in    small    increments    
regarding    goals    and    difculty,    e.g.,    ‘Well,    that’s- we’re    often    going    
to    divide    the    goals    into    smaller    goals    and    if    we    still    feel    that    it’s    harder,    
we’re    going    to    divide    it    into    even    smaller    steps    [...].’    (P09),    and    also    
vary    exercises    to    adjust    difculty,    e.g.,    ‘So    I    try    to    bring    a    degree    
of    variation    in    the    exercises,    that    they    are    diferent    and    that    I    test    the    
same    thing,    but    that    it’s    a    little    less    difcult    [...].’    (P03).    

In    terms    of    determining    when    to    adjust    difculty,    many    
therapists    reported    relying    on    their    personal    intuition    and    ex-
perience    with    a    given    child    to    adjust    difculty,    e.g.,    ‘Through    the    
experience    you    know,    this    child...    with    these    possibilities    of    transfer    
and    manner    of    moving    that    I    can    ask    and- and    here    I    can    build    on    
this    I    know    where    I    am    starting    from    and    where    I    can    go    to.’    (P06).    
However,    there    were    also    practical    indicators    that    some    therapists    
leveraged,    including    task    completion    times,    changes    in    perfor-
mance    and    quality    of    exercise    execution,    and    engagement,    

1Therapists    used    a    number    of    terms    to    refer    to    their    patients    during    the    interviews,    
most    commonly    ‘clients’,    ‘children’,    and    ‘patients’.    
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with    one    therapist    pointing    out    that    ‘[...]    [adjusting    difculty]    is    
hard.    Uh,    because    [difculty]    can’t    always    be    adjusted    in    small    enough    
increments.’    (P07).    

Therapists    also    underlined    the    importance    of    adjusting    difculty    
to    avoid    frustration,    being    mindful    of    children’s    emotional    
experience    of    physical    therapy,    e.g.,    ‘[...]    there    are    young    people    
who    can    try    the    same    thing    30    times    and    who    totally...    don’t    mind    at    
all    that    they    don’t    succeed    and    only    succeed    at    the    31st    time.    But    there    
are    also    young    people    who    are    already    frustrated    after    three    attempts...    
um...    so    yes,    it    really    depends    on    the    individual.    So    I    think    that    the    
emotional    is    more    important    than    the    quantity.’    (P01).    This    emotional    
component    was    also    taken    into    account    when    communicating    dif-
fculty    adjustments    to    the    children.    Here,    most    therapists    agreed    
that    they    either    don’t    communicate    a    decrease    in    difculty    
to    the    children    or    communicate    a    decrease    in    difculty    in    a    
very    casual    way,    e.g.,    ‘Making    it    easier    is    not    always    what    you    com-
municate.    Because    that    is    sometimes    very    confrontational,    like    “you    
can’t    do    this,    so    I’m    going    to    make    it    easier”.’    (P01).    In    contrast,    there    
was    no    consensus    whether    an    increase    in    difculty    should    be    
communicated.    Here,    one    therapist    suggested    that    ‘[...]    sometimes    
that    can    bring    extra    stress    that    shouldn’t    be    there’    (P07),    while    others    
considered    it    an    opportunity    to    reinforce    perceived    competence.    

The    potential    of    feedback    to    reinforce    perceived    compe-
tence    was    also    leveraged    widely.    Many    therapists    reported    ofering    
immediate    verbal    encouragement    and    praise,    e.g.,    ‘Of    course    
there’s    always    verbal    feedback    too,    hey,    the    more    positive    the    bet-
ter    um...’    (P04)    or    ‘[I    use]    coaching,    like,    “oh    that’s    really    good    and    
you[’re]    doing    this    and    now    we’re    gonna    try”.’    (P11).    Additionally    
many    therapists    complemented    this    approach    with    showing    the    
children    their    progress    by    keeping    track    of    performance    over    
the    course    of    multiple    physical    therapy    sessions,    e.g.,    ‘[...]    I    
always    write    [it]    down,    they    know    in    two    months    I    will    really    examine    
it    and–    and    try    to    see    how    it’s    going    now    and    to    motivate    and    show    
“oh    we    have    progress”,    also    with    the    parents    [stammering]    after    every–    
after    every    session    I–    I    see    it,    I    see    progress    or    not.’    (P12),    and    showing    
their    skills    or    progress    to    someone    else.    Likewise,    these    records    
were    also    used    to    ofer    context    if    there    was    lack    of    progress,    
with    one    therapist    commenting    that    they    don’t    just    ‘say    there    is    
no    progress,    [...]    because...    we    didn’t    do    [the]    exercise    or    it’s    just    the    
weather    or    you    were    sick    or–    that    we–    that    they    understand    “OK,    it’s    
OK    to...    [not]    have    progress    every    time,    it    can    be    just    stable    and    then    
we    see    progress    [again]”.’    (P12).    

Autonomy    [73,    p.    129f.,    ch.    10][70].    In    the    context    of    physical    
therapy,    our    data    shows    that    autonomy    support    is    a    relevant    
concept,    but    also    a    source    of    tension.    While    therapists    recog-
nise    the    importance    of    giving    choice    and    the    connection    with    chil-
dren’s    motivation,    they    also    perceive    that    facilitating    children’s    
autonomy    is    a    trade-of    between    delivering    efective    physical    
therapy    and    sacrifcing    their    own    position    of    authority    and    
control.    Most    therapists    defaulted    to    a    strategy    where    they    would    
limit    children’s    choices    with    respect    to    therapeutically    relevant    
aspects,    while    ofering    superfcial    choice    in    other    areas    of    physical    
therapy    in    an    efort    to    compensate.    

Most    therapists    agreed    that    giving    choice    is    not    always    pos-
sible    or    desirable    when    it    comes    to    core    aspects    of    physical    
therapy,    including    the    selection    and    adjustment    of    exercises.    For    
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example,    one    therapist    commented    that    allowing    children    to    choose    
exercises    is    not    possible    ‘[...]    unless    that    you    have    really    mentally    
very    good,    uh...    kids    who    can    make    that    choice    as    well,    uhm,    but    
even    then    it’s    very,    uh,    important    that    the    therapist    also    limits    those    
choices    and    steers    them    in    the    right    direction    to,    uh,    still    be    functional-
ah,    not,    functional- to    still    be    constructive.’    (P07).    Likewise,    another    
therapist    commented    that    the    adjustment    of    exercise    difculty    was    
also    therapist-led    ‘[...]    because    that’s    really    a    therapeutic    part    of    
what    we    do...    uhm...    yes...    The    therapeutic    part    is    working    on    the    right    
level,    so    no,    they    don’t    really    have    much    say    in    that.’    (P01).    In    fact,    
some    therapists    almost    experienced    ofering    choice    as    a    struggle    for    
control    over    the    session    with    the    child    that    would    have    long-term    
implications,    e.g.,    ‘[...]    sometimes    I’ve    had    that    with    autistic    children    
and    there    you    have    that    problem    because,    every    time    I    put    them    there    
again,    or    try    to    correct    them,    yes,    they    would    become    hysterical    and    
that    is    quite    a    problem    then    you    just    have    to    let    them    practice    the    
way    they    actually    want    to.    And    that’s    a    struggle    because    you    want    to    
do    your    therapy    well,    don’t    you,    in    the    long    run,    you    can’t    say    every    
time    “we’re    not    going    to    do    it    today    either”.’(P03).    

Instead,    the    majority    of    therapists    sought    to    give    an    illusion    of    
choice    to    achieve    motivational    goals,    where    control    ultimately    
remained    with    the    therapist.    This    was    refected    in    therapists’    state-
ments,    e.g.,    ‘[...]    it’s    good    that    they    [children]    can    determine    it    a    little    
bit,    because    that    also    gives    them    a    little    bit    of    a    feeling    that    they’re...    
that    they’re    doing    something    and    they    want    to    do,    eh.’    (P02).    With    
respect    to    specifc    areas    in    which    they    allowed    choice,    therapists    
reported    ‘[...]    leaving    a    choice,    for    example,    between    two    exercises    
[...]—they    are    both    targeting    the    same    thing    but    the    child    has    the    
feeling    that    they    can    choose    an    exercise.’    (P09),    awarding    choice    in    
the    subsequent    activity,    e.g.,    ‘Then    you    say    “okay,    10    pearls    you’re    
going    to    string    and    then    [...]    we    can    do    something    else”.’    (P08),    or    ‘[...]    
if    they    have    worked    well    they    can    [...]    choose    a    sticker    or    they    can    
choose    a    candy.’    (P03).    

There    were    only    a    few    instances    where    therapists    reported    fol-
lowing    a    patient-led    approach,    giving    choice    in    the    specifcs    
of    exercises    or    the    structure    of    physical    therapy,    e.g.,    ‘there    
are    also    children    [...]    who    prefer    to    discover    something    from    their    own    
experience.    [...]    and    then    I    let    them    discover    for    themselves    [laughs]    
[...]    and    if    [...]    I    see    that    they    are    interested    in    a    certain    object    then...    
then    I’ll    go    via    that    [...]    object    [to]    try    to    arouse    their    interest.’    (P08).    
An    important    factor    in    deciding    whether    to    make    accommodations    
when    therapists    would    prefer    not    to    do    so    was    the    emotional    or    
physical    state    of    children,    e.g.,    ‘I    think    listening    to    what    those    
people    have    to    say,    I    think    that’s    important.    If    they    are    in    pain,    they    
are    in    pain    and    you    have    to    take    that    into    account,    I    think    that’s    im-
portant.    [...]    And    trying    to    adapt    your    exercises    in    terms    of    intensity    
and    in    terms    of    quantity    so    that    they    don’t    always    have    this    pain    
during    your    therapy    because    that’s    not    nice,    is    it,    you    don’t    like    it    
yourself    when    we    do    that.’    (P03).    

In    cases    where    no    choice    is    possible,    therapists    appear    to    lever-
age    their    relationship    with    the    child    to    balance    the    lack    of    
choice,    e.g.,    ‘yes,    friendly,    a    friendly    way,    it    is    so    that    you    are    still    
therapist    ...    [...]    We    [the    therapists]    decide    what    we’re    going    to    do    or    
what    we’re    going    to    do    together....    and    we    also    decide    - within    the    
exercises...    what    they’re    going    to    focus    on.    [...]    But    it    is    more    pleasant    
if    it    can    be    somewhat    friendly.’    (P02).    We    discuss    this    aspect    further    
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in    the    following    section    that    examines    relatedness    in    the    context    of    
physical    therapy.    

Relatedness    [73,    p.    165f.,    ch.    10][70].    Relatedness    is    the    most    
prominent    theme    derived    from    BPNT    within    our    data,    with    the    re-
lationship    between    therapist    and    child    unanimously    being    regarded    
as    an    element    central    to    efective    delivery    of    physical    therapy.    In-
deed,    therapists    agree    on    the    importance    of    a    good    relationship    
with    the    children,    for    example    stating    that    ‘[...]    it’s    important    that    
you    really    know    these    kids.    Uh,    to,    uh,    to    be    able    to    respond    to...    uh,    
their    performance,    [...]    what    they    can    and    what    they    can’t    do.’    (P07),    
with    some    also    pointing    out    that    it    is    so    fundamental    that    they    only    
continue    to    work    with    a    child    if    there    is    a    good    connection,    
e.g.,    ‘It    also    happens    very,    very    rarely    that    there    is    no- yes,    that    there    
is    no    click    between    therapist    and    patient    or- or    vice    versa    and    then    it    
could    happen    that    a    client    goes    to    another    therapist.    [...]    We    are    now    
going    to    pass    on    this    collaboration    to    their    colleague    because    we    are    
not    achieving    what    we    want    to    achieve,    because    the    therapeutic    bond    
is    not    what    it    should    be.’    (P01).    

When    frst    establishing    their    relationship    with    a    child,    therapists    
report    respect,    openness,    honesty,    and    patience    to    be    key    fac-
tors,    e.g.,    ‘I    think    you    should    be    very    open    to    those    children.    Uh,    that    
they    can...    come    to    you    with    other    things    too.’    (P07),‘And    also    very    
important,    have    patience,    a    lot    of    patience.    That’s    a    tough    one.    Well,    
that’s    important    in    itself,    otherwise    you    get    crazy    with    things.’    (P10).    
Therapists    made    it    clear    that    their    approach    and    possibilities    of    
fostering    a    relationship    depends    on    the    individual,    e.g.,    ‘Uhm...    
Well,    character,    character,    culture    sometimes    also...,    yes...    there    are    
young    people    where    I...    try    to    adapt    somewhat    to    their    culture    or    
their...    possibilities.’    (P01).    It    is    also    infuenced    by    the    specifcs    of    
the    physical    therapy    they    ofer,    such    as    the    context    in    which    it    
takes    place    (e.g.,    boarding    school    vs.    private    practice),    frequency    of    
appointments    and    contact    with    the    child,    and    the    specifc    type    of    
therapy    (e.g.,    occupational    vs.    physical).    

In    most    cases,    therapists    seem    to    focus    on    friendly    and    casual    
behaviour    while    maintaining    professional    distance,    e.g.,    ‘yes,    
friendly,    a    friendly    way,    it    is    so    that    you    are    still    therapist    uhm...    [...]    
So    then...    they    always    have    a    sense    of    “okay,    that’s    the    therapist    and    
I’m    the    client”.’    (P02).    To    further    foster    and    deepen    the    relationships,    
therapists    in    our    study    report    to    making    an    efort    to    continu-
ously    communicate    with    the    children    throughout    physical    
therapy,    e.g.,    ‘Or...    For    example,    I    have    a    child    with    whom    we    are    
learning    to    ride    Adremo    [a    head-foot    wheelchair    steering    system]    
and    he    always    hurts    his    foot    quickly.    But    he    understands    when    I    say,    
um,    “you’re    building    up    a    lot    of    tension    and    I    understand    that    your    
foot    hurts    but    now    we’re    going    to    ride    until    a    certain    point    that    we    
then    agree    to    ride    together    and    then    I’ll    ride    a    bit    with    you    and    then    
you    go    again...”.’    (P05)).    This    was    often    complemented    by    ofering    
physical    interactions    and    support    during    exercises,    e.g.,    ‘[...]    
and    if    I    see    that    they    are    having    a    hard    time,    I    also    go    and    support    
them    manually    or    I    do    the    exercise    with    them    that    they    have    the    
feeling    that    they    are    doing    together    with    two    that    they    are    not    always    
alone.’    (P03).    

Some    therapists    also    leveraged    regular    provision    of    rewards    
as    a    way    to    establish    a    good    relationship,    for    example,    ‘[...]    
with    the    reward    I    try    to    work    a    little    bit    too,    they    get    stickers    or    
they    get    to    choose    something,    choose    a    candy.    Which    for    a    child,    
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with    some    children    can    build    a    really    good    relationship    with    that    
because    they    know    they’re    going    to    get    something    like    that.’    (P03).    
Overall,    we    also    want    to    note    that    therapists    were    so    invested    in    
maintaining    a    positive    atmosphere    throughout    physical    therapy    
that    they    reported    actively    avoiding    situations    in    which    they    would    
need    to    give    negative    feedback    to    a    child.    

On    a    general    level,    therapists    were    highly    invested    in    maintain-
ing    a    positive    relationship    with    the    children    because    of    the    ubiqui-
tous    view    that    establishing    a    feeling    of    trust    and    safety    builds    
the    foundation    for    efective    physical    therapy.    For    example—    
and    among    many    others—one    therapist    commented    that    ‘[...]    trust    is    
very    important    [...]    if    they    [...]    can    tell    that    they    don’t    like    something.    
Or    that    they    do    like    something,    it’s    only    going    to    beneft    their    therapy.    
And    for    that    you    need    a    little    bit    of    trust    always.’    (P02).    

4.2    Organismic    Integration    Theory    
We    structure    our    results    around    the    forms    of    extrinsic    motivation    
described    within    OIT    (see    Section    2.3),    starting    with    the    absence    of    
motivation,    and    progressing    through    the    diferent    forms    of    extrinsic    
motivation.    

Amotivation    [73,    p.    189f.]    While    this    theme    was    touched    upon    
by    therapists,    only    few    reported    incidents    in    which    they    could    not    
manage    amotivation    within    their    practice.    This    supports    the    notion    
that    amotivation    requires    therapist    attention,    but    is    generally    man-
ageable    within    physical    therapy.    For    example,    therapists    pointed    
out    that    while    amotivation    does    occur    from    time    to    time,    it    can    
easily    be    managed    because    ‘[children]    really    don’t    need    too    much    
pressure    because    they    just    need    to    experience    that    they    can    do    some-
thing    themselves’    (P04)    and    that    ‘they    usually    like    it    so    much    [...]    
you    actually    don’t    always    have    to    go    out    and    motivate    a    lot’    (P07),    
essentially    saying    that    children    either    see    and    understand    the    
value    of,    or    simply    enjoy    their    physical    therapy    sessions.    The    
latter    further    relates    to    statements    connecting    amotivation    and    
cognitive    ability,    saying    for    example    that    ’the    ones    who    have    a    
harder    time    staying    motivated    to    really    stay    in    therapy    or    something,    
are    the    ones    who    are    cognitively    stronger.’    (P08).    

The    importance    of    taking    amotivation    seriously    was    noted    
by    therapists,    e.g.,    ‘[...]    if    a    child    is    really    not    motivated    then    you    
won’t    achieve    anything.    I    think    intrinsic    motivation    to    make    the    
child    work    is    very    important,    that’s    what    therapy    is    all    about.’    (P06).    
Therapists    drew    from    various    mitigation    strategies,    such    as    
resolving    the    cause    through    conversation    with    the    child,    or    
in    some    cases,    more    comprehensive    adjustments    to    the    physical    
therapy    plan.    Here,    therapists    mentioned    switching    back    and    forth    
between    skills    (e.g.,    alternating    exercises    focusing    on    fne    and    gross    
motor    skills),    or    substituting    exercises    that    would    each    address    
the    same    goal.    Additionally,    therapists    indicated    leveraging    their    
relationship    with    the    children    to    address    amotivation,    e.g.,    ‘[...]    
sometimes    it    happens    that    I    frst    talk    to    them    and    ask,    “hey,    how    
is    school    today?”    You    ask    those    things    frst    anyway    and    then    you    
actually    start    the    program    the    way    you    would    like    it    [...]’    (P03)    and    
the    use    of    incentives    or    rewards,    e.g.,    ‘If    they    have    worked    well    
they    can    choose    a    reward    at    the    end    [...].    That    also    often    helps    if    they    
really    don’t    want    to    come    [...]’    (P03).    
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In    rare    situations,    therapists    decided    not    to    address    amotiva-
tion    through    any    of    their    established    strategies.    Here,    thera-
pists    were    cautious    to    weigh    acceptable    reasons    for    missing    sessions    
against    the    risk    of    breaking    habit,    with    one    therapist    commenting    
that    ‘that’s    an    option    for    once    or    twice    but    that’s    not    the    same    option    
all    days,    is    it.    [...]    Those    children    are    fast,    eh,    when    they    see    that    if    
they    come    in    and    say    “I    don’t    feel    like    it”    and    they    don’t    have    to    do    
anything,    then    they’re    going    to    come    in    every    time    and    not    feel    like    
it,    eh.’    (P10).    

External    regulation    [73,    p.    184f.]    Our    analysis    paints    a    hetero-
geneous    picture    in    regards    to    this    theme,    showing    a    wide    variety    of    
approaches    and    perspectives    towards    the    use    of    rewards,    while    pun-
ishment    was    rarely    used.    Generally,    we    observed    two    approaches    
toward    the    provision    of    rewards.    A    number    of    therapists    reward    
with    fun    activities    at    the    end    of    the    session    or    between    tasks,    
saying,    for    example,    that    ‘[...]    in    the    last    two    minutes    we    do    a    game    or    
so    [...]’    (P01).    Other    therapists    relied    on    providing    reward    through    
benefts    outside    of    physical    therapy,    e.g.,    at    home    or    with    
little    gifts.    For    example,    one    therapist    described    how    ‘[...]    at    home    
[children]    may    sit    at    the    computer,    for    example,    half    an    hour,    if    they    
have    worked    well    [...]’    (P03),    or    ‘[...]    if    they    have    worked    well    they    can    
[...]    choose    a    sticker    or    they    can    choose    a    candy.’    (P03)—with    stickers    
or    candy    being    the    tangible    reward    that    was    mentioned    most    of-
ten.    Additionally,    there    were    also    statements    that    suggested    less    
tangible    rewards    that    required    investment    on    behalf    of    the    
therapist,    e.g.,    ‘super    hard    enthusiasm,    uh,    standing    around    jump-
ing    with    happiness    that    he    did    something    right.    [...]    but    especially    
[showing    them    that    you    are]    proud.’    (P07).    

Overall,    therapists    varied    their    approach    to    external    reg-
ulation    depending    on    the    child,    e.g.,    ‘it’s    difcult    to    say    that    
beforehand    but    you    notice    it    quite    soon    as    you    start    therapy    that    if    
they    are    really    focused    on    uhm...    yeah    rewards    from    the    parents    or    
really    focused    on,    uhm,    “did    I    do    it    correctly?”,    “is    it    [correct]    or    not    
correct?”.’    (P11).    While    some    therapists    clearly    emphasise    the    bene-
fts    of    rewards    over    punishment    by    saying,    for    example,    ‘[...]    that    
rewarding    and    positive    work    is    better    than    punishment’    (P01),    others    
suggest    a    rarely    occurring    situational    need    for    punishment,    
such    as    withholding    rewards,    telling    of,    or    spatial    separation,    most    
often    in    response    to    signifcant    misbehaviour:    ‘[takes    deep    breath]    
Yes...    I    have    already    done    that.    I    know    for    sure    that    I’ve    already    put    
children    in    the    corner    because    they    really    didn’t    want    to    cooperate    and    
they    behaved    very    aggressively    and    then...    you    have    to    do    something    
with    that,    eh.’    (P03).    

Introjected    regulation    [73,    p.    184f.]    Our    data    shows    that    thera-
pists    implicitly    assumed    a    role    in    which    they    moderated    this    pro-
cess    through    two    main    strategies:    frst,    sometimes    therapists    at-
tempted    to    adapt    situations    so    that    children    would    not    expe-
rience    negative    emotions,    an    efort    closely    related    to    maintaining    
perceived    competence.    For    example,    therapists    reported    adjusting    
exercises    or    initially    neglecting    therapeutic    goals,    e.g.,    ‘it    doesn’t    
really    matter    in    the    beginning    because    frst    it’s    important    for    the    
child    to    really    understand    every    aspect    of    the    exercise    which    is    quite    
difcult    to    get    right    immediately    so. . .    you    tolerate    quite    a    little    bit    
in    the    beginning    and    you    give    a    lot    of    success    and    then    you    try    and    
tweak    it    as    much    as    you    can    to    get    to    the    point    where    it’s,    uh,    as    you    
want    it’s    so    defnitely    the    latter.’    (P11).    
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Additionally,    therapists    were    concerned    about    instances    in    which    
children    might    have    negative    experiences    because    of    needs    asso-
ciated    with    their    disability,    and    adjusted    their    behaviour,    e.g.,    ‘[...]    
Now    and    then    to    reposition    them.    And    actually    also    when    you    do    then,    
well,    never    show    that    you,    “gosh,    do    I    have    to    move    you    again?”    So    
always    show    that    you    like    doing    it,    that    it’s    for    them.    So...    You    have    
to    sympathize    with    them    a    little    bit    too,    huh.’    (P10).    

Further,    therapists    reported    trying    to    enable    children    to    expe-
rience    positive    feedback    from    outside    of    physical    therapy,    
mostly    through    demonstrating    new    skills    and    progress    to    
family    members,    e.g.,    ‘[...]    you    know    what    I    also    do    sometimes    
when    they    can    do    something    new    [...]    I    flm    it    and    then    I    send    that    to    
the    mom    and    dad,    and    then    they    show    that    to    grandma    and    grandpa,    
and    then    they’re,    uh- everyone’s    happy.    That’s    important    too.’    (P10).    

Second,    some    therapists    attempt    to    reinforce    negative    emo-
tions    in    situations    that    they    deemed    appropriate    in    order    to    
achieve    compliance    through    elicitation    of    feelings    of    shame    
in    reaction    to    misbehaviour    of    children,    saying    for    example    
‘[...]    yes...    I    could    sometimes    blurt    it    out    and- and    say    that    I    didn’t    
like    the    fact    that    they    weren’t- or    weren’t    nice,    [...]    and    yes...    don’t    
give    a    reward    then.    [...]    [A]nd    sometimes    also    discuss    it    with    the    par-
ents,    [...]    I    had    to    do    that    in    between    with    certain    children    and    agree    
that    they    should    not    get    a    reward    at    home,    because    you    don’t    have    
much    leverage    [during    the    therapy    session],    eh,    if    they    don’t    want    
to...’    (P03).    However,    such    reports    were    very    few,    and    for    the    most    
part    mentioned    in    the    context    of    what    therapists    considered    severe    
misbehaviour.    

Identifed    regulation    [73,    p.    187f.]    Here,    many    therapists    re-
port    that    they    make    an    efort    to    explain    the    importance    and    
potential    benefts    of    physical    therapy,    ‘Why    it’s    important    and-
and    sometimes    you    have    to    explain    that    3    times,    and- and    sometimes    
you    have    to    document    that    really    well,    because    [...]    just    saying    it’s    
important    to    stretch,    that’s    also    not    enough,    you    really    have    to    explain    
well    how    muscles    work,    how    muscles    grow,    how    bones    grow,    uhm....    
and- and    how    that    comes    into    imbalance    because    certain    muscles    are    
weak    because    of    a    brain    injury    and- and    therefore    the    other- those    
muscles    need    to    be    stretched.    You    have    to    explain    that    really    well    
and    then    they    understand    the    importance    of    it.’    (P06),    and    draw    the    
connection    to    the    everyday    life    application    to    further    support    
this    efort    (e.g.,    ‘[...]    and    then    it’s    easy    to    put    that    into    therapy,    you    
know,    you    do    a    few    exercises    and    you    tell    them    about    how    it    relates    
their    goals’    (P11)).    In    this    context,    independence    is    most    often    
mentioned    as    a    tangible    beneft    for    which    children    should    strive,    
and    the    most    prominent    goal    from    therapists’    point    of    view:    ‘[...]    
the    main    goal    there    is    [...]    that    the    child    can    be    independent    so,    uh,    
that    he    can    change    his    clothes,    that    he    can    just    drink    a    bottle    of    water    
so,    uhm,    it’s    really    things    that    he    could    do    in–    in    daily    life    [...]    yeah,    
also    do    the    daily    activities    that    they    can    be    independent    of    the    parents    
or    anything    else    they–    they    do.’    (P12).    However,    how    well    this    ap-
proach    works    may    depend    on    factors    such    as    cognitive    abilities    and    
age:    ’Gosh,    that    again    is    totally    dependent    on    the    cognitive    [ability]    
as    well,    eh,    and    the    age,    because    they    don’t    all    understand,    eh.’    (P10).    

Therapists    also    mention    drawing    in    other    professionals    in    
the    expectation    that    the    children    will    consider    them    authori-
ties,    such    as    doctors    or    psychologists,    in    what    seems    to    be    a    holistic    
approach    to    support    the    conscious    understanding    of    a    child.    For    
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example,    one    therapist    mentioned    that    ‘[...]    there    are    also    children    
who    are    tired    of    therapy    and    don’t    want    to    come    anymore.    Then    you    
really    need    to    have    a    good    talk    with    them,    possibly    take    them    to    the    
doctor.    The    doctor    should    explain    that    it    is    necessary    and    important.    
[...]    Because    then- they    feel    that    when    we    hear    from    the    doctor    one    
more    time,    then    that- yes,    the    physiotherapist    also    means    it    because    
the    doctor    says    the    same    thing.’    (P10)).    However,    therapists    also    
pointed    out    that    in    their    view,    many    children    have    a    limited    
understanding    of    the    importance    of    physical    therapy,    e.g.,    
‘[...]    a    lot    of    kids    don’t    really    understand    [...]    what    therapy    they    have    
to    use    and    why    that    therapy    is    useful.’    (P03),    instead    focusing    on    
conveying    the    importance    to    parents    and    other    caregivers.    

In    some    instances,    therapists    report    mitigating    the    lack    of    
understanding    through    fun    and    enjoyment,    with    others    stating    
that    understanding    is    usually    not    necessary:    ‘they    usually    don’t    
need    that    explanation,    they    just    participate    for    25    minutes    and    they    
often    like    that.’    (P09).    

Integrated    regulation    [73,    p.    188f.]    We    observed    two    diferent    
kinds    of    goals:    overarching    goals    that    also    refect    personal    
values    (such    as    independence),    and    smaller    goals    with    respect    
to    progress    within    physical    therapy.    For    example,    one    therapist    
commented    that    ‘I    always    try    to    make    [...]    some    goal    oriented    therapy,    
like    [...]    where    do    we    want    to    be    in    10    sessions    and    then    it’s    really    
depending    on    the    child    which    goals    you    pick.    I    mean    for    [...]    the    
[hesitates]    normal    children    it    might    be    really    functional    goals    while    
for    DCD    children    it    might    be    just    something    really    small.’    (P11).    Here,    
it    is    important    to    understand    that    goals    are    often    set    or    instilled    
by    other    stakeholders    without    consulting    the    children,    limiting    the    
opportunity    to    achieve    integrated    regulation.    In    our    data,    there    
were    frequent    accounts    of    networks    of    external    stakeholders    
setting    goals    without    involvement    of    the    children,    e.g.,    ‘[...]    so    
usually    that’s    a    little    bit    of    a    network    that    surrounds    [...]    the    class—    
occupational    therapist,    speech    therapist,    kinesiologist—everybody’s    
sitting    there,    so    to    speak—and    goals    are    then    set.’    (P02).    

When    asked    about    children’s    goals,    therapists    made    statements    
that    relate    to    independence    as    an    important    personal    goal    
in    the    context    of    everyday    life:    ‘For    example,    say    if    they    really    
want    to    be    able    to    dress    themselves    and    they    cannot    do    it    then    we    
will    look    for    tools    or    solutions    to    teach    them...’    (P08)    or    ‘Most    of    
the    goals    that    they    themselves    come    up    with,    um,    are    things    in    the    
area    of    self-reliance    um...    “I    want    to    be    able    to    make    my    own    bed    
because    now    my    brother    has    to    do    it    for    me    and    then    we    always    fght.”    
Uhm...    “I    want    to    be    able    to    make    my    own    sandwich”.’    (P01).    Here,    
some    therapists    mentioned    that    they    need    to    be    careful    to    support    
realistic    goals    and    expectations    for    those    children    who    do    voice    
their    own    aspirations,    e.g.,    ‘[...]    children    who    are    mentally    better,    
who    then    want,    gosh,    yes,    something    of    sport,    want    to    play    soccer,    
want    to    work    with    a    ball,    you    see?    But    yes    they    sometimes    can’t    do    
that    at    all,    eh.    [...]    Well,    yes,    so    we    do    try,    they    always    have    a    goal,    
eh.    [...]’    (P10).    

5    DISCUSSION    
In    our    work,    we    have    explored    how    therapists    engage    with    chil-
dren    in    physical    therapy    through    the    lens    of    Self-Determination    
Theory    [1,    21,    22,    72].    In    this    section,    we    frst    summarize    our    work    
by    providing    answers    to    our    research    questions.    Then,    we    refect    
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on    implications    of    our    fndings    for    the    design    of    games    for    therapy,    
as    well    as    for    therapeutic    practice.    

5.1    (RQ1)    What    strategies    do    therapists    employ    
to    motivate    their    patients,    and    how    do    they    
adjust    therapeutic    sessions    to    suit    the    needs    
of    individual    patients?    

Our    results    show    that    therapists    are    acutely    aware    of    the    impor-
tance    of    patient    motivation    for    successful    therapy,    and    that    they    
intuitively    employ    numerous    strategies    to    help    maintain    it.    Many    
of    these    align    with    concepts    of    Self-Determination    Theory,    and    
are    shaped    by    the    constraints    that    therapists    experience:    viewed    
through    the    lens    of    BPNT,    our    fndings    suggest    that    therapists    rec-
ognize    that    ofering    autonomy    over    the    therapeutic    process    (e.g.,    
free    choice    of    exercises)    could    motivate    patients,    but    also    creates    
a    confict    with    their    role    as    orchestrators    of    and    medical    experts    
within    therapy.    Therefore,    autonomy    is    supported    through    strate-
gies    that    introduce    choice    in    less    relevant    areas    of    therapy,    e.g.,    
a    choice    between    two    exercises    that    achieve    the    same    goal,    or    a    
choice    of    reward    (e.g.,    a    sticker)    at    the    end    of    a    therapy    session.    
Therapists    support    the    need    for    competence    through    session    struc-
ture    and    adjustment    of    exercise    difculty    to    patient    needs,    again    
relying    on    past    experience    with    a    person    (e.g.,    starting    with    exer-
cises    they    know    a    patient    can    complete,    and    then    transitioning    to    
something    more    challenging),    and    their    own    intuition.    Similarly,    
they    employ    strategies    that    enhance    the    perception    of    competence,    
e.g.,    by    verbally    highlighting    successes,    and    keeping    track    of    pa-
tient    progression    across    therapy    sessions.    Finally,    therapists    draw    
strongly    on    relatedness    to    motivate    their    patients,    making    extensive    
eforts    to    establish    a    positive    bond    that    they    continue    to    leverage    
throughout    therapy.    Overall,    our    analysis    reveals    a    setting    in    which    
therapists    intentionally    restrict    patient    autonomy,    and    seek    to    com-
pensate    for    this    through    extensive    support    for    the    experience    of    
competence    and    relatedness.    When    applying    the    lens    of    OIT,    this    
impression    is    reinforced.    We    observed    heavy    reliance    on    extrinsic    
motivation,    i.e.,    a    predominant    focus    on    external    and    introjected    
regulation    through    rewards    and    external    feedback.    The    current    
structure    of    therapy    ofers    limited    opportunity    to    scafold    toward    
intrinsically    motivated    participation    in    therapy,    as    for    example    
patients    are    rarely    involved    in    goal-setting    processes    that    would    
form    a    foundation    for    achieving    integrated    regulation,    an    important    
precursor    to    the    achievement    of    full    intrinsic    motivation.    

5.2    (RQ2)    What    are    diferences    and    similarities    
between    the    way    therapists    approach    and    
work    with    patients,    and    the    way    players    are    
approached    in    games    for    therapy?    

Our    fndings    show    that    therapists    approach    patient    motivation    and    
adaptation    of    therapy    from    a    more    holistic    perspective    than    games    
for    therapy,    which    predominantly    focus    on    adaptation    through    the    
lens    of    matching    player    skill    and    game    difculty    (see    Section    2.2).    
Although    this    was    also    highly    relevant    in    traditional    therapy,    our    
results    show    how    the    basis    for    adjustments    was    broader,    with    ther-
apists    also    taking    into    account    in    situ    factors    such    as    the    mood    of    
the    patient,    their    physical    condition    on    the    day    (e.g.,    when    patients    
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experienced    chronic    pain),    and    whether    they    had    already    engaged    
in    comparable    activities    earlier    (e.g.,    when    in    school).    Here,    thera-
pists’    testimonies    suggest    that    their    approaches    toward    adaptation    
achieved    a    much    higher    level    of    fdelity    than    what    is    typically    pro-
vided    by    games.    With    respect    to    further    diferences,    our    data    show    
how    therapists    recognized    the    individual    and    sometimes    vulner-
able    situations    of    their    patients,    which    was    also    refected    in    how    
they    approached    therapeutic    sessions.    For    example,    there    was    a    
strong    tendency    to    avoid    negative    feedback    and    support    perceived    
competence    at    all    cost,    which    is    in    contrast    with    best    practices    in    
game    design,    where    negative    feedback    (e.g.,    making    explicit    that    
the    player    failed    to    complete    a    certain    task)    and    penalties    (e.g.,    score    
reductions,    loss    of    lives,    or    even    ending    play)    are    common.    In    this    
context,    we    also    want    to    highlight    the    role    of    trust    between    therapist    
and    patient,    with    therapists    highlighting    that    patients    would    need    
to    trust    them    with    their    bodies    and    physical    well-being,    an    aspect    
that    is    rarely    considered    in    the    context    of    game    design.    In    terms    
of    similarities,    our    fndings    show    that    many    therapists    leverage    
feedback    in    similar    ways    to    games,    encouraging    patients    partic-
ularly    when    pushing    through    more    challenging    parts    of    therapy.    
Additionally,    we    were    surprised    by    the    extent    to    which    therapists    
integrated    individual    patient    progress    over    time    into    their    feedback,    
mirroring    the    way    that    many    games    map    player    progression    (e.g.,    
statistics    about    player    performance    across    sessions    as    provided    by    
many    online    games).    Finally,    while    games    generally    value    auton-
omy    as    a    pathway    to    positive    player    experiences    [74],    this    is    less    
pronounced    in    the    design    of    games    for    therapy,    where    players    are    
commonly    expected    to    adhere    to    strict    protocols    [41],    which    refects    
what    we    observed    in    our    data.    In    the    following    section,    we    discuss    
the    implications    for    design    that    we    draw    from    these    fndings    in    
more    detail.    

5.3    Leveraging    Therapeutic    Practice    to    Inform    
the    Design    of    Games    for    Physical    Therapy    

Our    work    holds    nuanced    implications    for    the    design    of    games    for    
physical    therapy,    both    in    terms    of    drawing    from    strengths    and    by    
addressing    weaknesses    of    traditional    approaches.    Here,    we    high-
light    the    four    key    lessons    that    can    be    learned    from    our    work:    (1)    
the    development    of    a    more    holistic    perspective    on    adaptation    in    
games    for    physical    therapy,    (2)    viewing    player    performance    through    
the    lens    of    vulnerability,    (3)    games    as    an    opportunity    to    increase    
patient    self-determination,    and    (4)    recognizing    the    limitations    of    
game-based    physical    therapy    and    the    unique    value    of    human-led    
approaches.    Table    1    gives    an    overview    and    brief    summary    of    the    
detailed    recommendations.    

First,    game    design    needs    to    broaden    the    perspective    on    
adaptation    in    games    for    physical    therapy    to    include    factors    
beyond    player    performance,    extending    to    situational    factors    
and    individual    traits    of    patients    (Lesson    1).    As    suggested    by    
previous    work,    some    situational    factors    such    as    player    mood    could    
be    captured    by    physiological    measures    [41].    However,    this    comes    
with    the    burden    of    wearing    sensors,    which    are    known    to    not    work    
well    for    disabled    bodies    [42],    and    needs    to    be    examined    from    an    
ethical    perspective    particularly    when    working    with    players    who    
may    not    understand    the    purpose    of    such    devices.    Instead,    we    rec-
ommend    further    exploring    manual    approaches    such    as    suggested    
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by    Frommel    et    al.    [26].    Additionally,    our    fndings    imply    the    need    for    
more    comprehensive    initial    set-up    and    calibration    routines,    moving    
beyond    functional    patient    abilities.    

Second,    game    design    needs    to    view    player    performance    
through    the    lens    of    vulnerability,    carefully    supporting    per-
ceived    competence    while    avoiding    discouraging    feedback    
(Lesson    2).    Here,    games    researchers    and    designers    need    to    under-
stand    that    physical    therapy    inherently    focuses    on    tasks    that    are    
challenging    for    patients,    putting    them    at    higher    risk    of    experiencing    
negative    emotions    if    there    is    a    mismatch    between    player    skill    and    in-
game    challenge    (see    Gerling    et    al.    [29]    for    anecdotal    evidence    of    how    
games    can    trigger    negative    refection    on    one’s    own    body).    In    line    
with    therapeutic    practice    reported    in    our    work,    games    should    there-
fore    strive    to    consistently    provide    experiences    of    success,    ofering    
constructive    rather    than    negative    feedback.    Hence,    games    need    to    
move    beyond    existing    approaches    (e.g.,    [27,    77]),    not    just    reducing,    
but    completely    avoiding    instances    of    failure.    One    way    of    achieving    
this    is    refraining    from    providing    negative    feedback,    for    example    nei-
ther    communicating    nor    penalizing    failure,    and    removing    focus    on    
quantitative    performance    indicators    such    as    player    scores.    Another    
promising    avenue    is    the    employment    of    competence-enhancing    
design    strategies    that    target    game    mechanics    and    task    selection.    
For    example,    personalized    games    could    initially    present    players    
with    exercises    they    have    successfully    completed    in    the    past    to    in-
crease    chances    of    success,    and    integrate    adjustment    mechanisms    
that    allow    for    correction    of    game    difculty    on    the    basis    of    subjective    
player    experience    and    psychological    player    state    (e.g.,    [26,    56]).    

However,    we    also    want    to    point    out    that    learning    from    thera-
peutic    practice    means    applying    care    in    judgement,    and    un-
derstanding    the    strengths    and    weaknesses    of    both    games    
and    physical    therapy:    while    our    results    indicate    many    instances    
in    which    game    design    can    be    improved    through    a    deeper    under-
standing    of    the    therapeutic    process,    we    also    observed    instances    in    
which    patient    motivation    was    not    optimally    supported.    We    got    to    
know    physical    therapy    as    a    space    devoid    of    meaningful    provision    
of    autonomy,    an    issue    that    is    increasingly    acknowledged    within    
the    rehabilitation    research    community    (e.g.,    [63,    75]).    Here,    we    are    
curious    whether    game-based    approaches    could    be    leveraged    
to    increase    patient    self-determination    (Lesson    3):    games    have    
previously    been    leveraged    to    instil    a    sense    of    autonomy    in    play-
ers    in    constrained    settings    [66].    Additionally,    they    have    potential    
to    create    space    in    which    patients    can    be    involved    in    meaningful    
goal-setting    [44],    and    could    support    existing    eforts    in    rehabilitation    
science    to    implement    collaborative    goal-setting    [54].    

Finally,    our    community    needs    to    acknowledge    that    human-led    
physical    therapy    may    better    support    the    patient    experience    
in    some    situations,    with    games    ofering    a    means    of    supple-
menting    them    (Lesson    4).    Here,    we    want    to    acknowledge    the    level    
of    detail,    care,    and    persistence    with    which    therapists    reported    ad-
justing    sessions    in    an    efort    to    ensure    patient    well-being    and    safety    
to    a    degree    that    today’s    technology    would    struggle    to    achieve.    Addi-
tionally,    while    we    do    of    course    acknowledge    that    games    can    provide    
meaningful    social    experiences    (e.g.,    [34,    35]),    the    importance    of    re-
latedness    in    our    work    suggests    that    the    human    relationship    between    
therapist    and    patient    serves    as    a    source    of    enjoyment    and    comfort    
that    should    be    respected    and    supported    by    technical    interventions.    
Therefore,    we    wonder    whether    a    better    perspective    on    games    for    
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physical    therapy    would    be    that    they    serve    as    a    supplementary    tech-
nology    (e.g.,    to    make    additional    home    exercises    more    engaging,    and    
to    better    guide    patients    in    these    instances),    rather    than    assuming    
they    can    replace    in-person    sessions.    

5.4    Self-Determination    Theory    as    an    
Opportunity    to    Systematically    Establish    
Evidence-Based    Strategies    to    Support    
Patient    Motivation    in    Game-based    Physical    
Therapy    and    Beyond    

Our    results    show    that    therapists    have    an    intuitive    understanding    of    
the    main    concepts    incorporated    in    Self-Determination    Theory    and    
their    interplay,    as    for    example    evidenced    by    their    eforts    to    compen-
sate    for    a    lack    of    patient    autonomy    through    provision    of    substantial    
opportunities    to    experience    competence,    and    a    strong    emphasis    
on    relatedness,    implicitly    aligning    with    the    key    elements    of    BPNT.    
Here,    our    work    contributes    to    the    growing    body    of    literature    that    
sees    merit    in    leveraging    SDT    as    theoretical    lens    to    understand    phys-
ical    therapy.    However,    in    contrast    to    previous    work    that    focused    
on    explaining    outcomes    of    physical    therapy    (e.g.,    [60]),    we    ofer    a    
new    perspective    on    SDT    as    a    tool    to    inform    the    design    of    physical    
therapy,    with    our    analysis    demonstrating    how    SDT    can    serve    as    a    
framework    that    supports    structured    refection    on    how    therapists    
organise    sessions    and    approach    patients.    We    particularly    see    poten-
tial    in    leveraging    SDT    to    make    previously    implicit,    intuition-based    
decisions    explicit,    thereby    providing    therapists    with    a    tool    to    re-
fect    on    their    choices    and    associated    trade-ofs.    This    is    in    line    with    
fndings    from    physical    education    research,    where    SDT    is    recom-
mended    as    a    framework    that    allows    teachers    to    increase    student    
engagement    through    teaching    approaches    that    account    for    students’    
basic    psychological    needs,    and    through    application    of    autonomy-
supporting    techniques    [55].    In    the    context    of    games    for    physical    
therapy,    the    lens    of    SDT    as    a    means    of    deconstructing    traditional    
physical    therapy    ofers    an    opportunity    for    researchers    and    design-
ers    to    gain    insights    in    and    efectively    model    best    practices    that    are    
applied    by    therapists.    This    would    open    up    a    design    space    for    games    
that    address    physical    therapy    more    holistically,    moving    beyond    
considerations    regarding    the    functional    elements    of    exercise.    

Additionally,    the    application    of    SDT    also    allowed    us    to    identify    
instances    which    ofer    opportunity    to    critically    refect    on    current    
practices    in    physical    therapy,    and    identifying    gaps    that    can    poten-
tially    be    addressed    through    technology.    As    previously    outlined,    our    
analysis    showed    that    patients    were    given    little    space    to    experience    
autonomy    within    physical    therapy,    limiting    their    opportunity    to    
become    intrinsically    motivated,    which    therapists    rarely    scafolded    
toward.    Here,    relevant    mini-theories    of    SDT    can    further    contribute    
to    a    fne-grained    understanding    of    patient    motivation    in    physical    
therapy,    potentially    allowing    therapists    to    develop    approaches    that    
specifcally    aim    to    support    intrinsic    motivation.    Likewise,    this    opens    
up    an    opportunity    for    researchers    and    designers    to    craft    technology-
based    interventions    that    specifcally    target    inherent    shortcomings    
of    traditional    therapy,    e.g.,    by    focusing    on    game-based    approaches    
that    prioritize    autonomy    support.    However,    we    also    want    to    ac-
knowledge    that    this    needs    to    be    done    under    consideration    of    the    
general    constraints    of    physical    therapy    and    the    limitations    of    games    
for    physical    therapy:    while    ofering    patients    more    autonomy    may    



                   

Key    Lesson    1:    development    of    a    more    holistic    perspective    on    adaptation    in    games    for    physical    therapy    

Observation    
Therapists    adjust    sessions    based    on    situa-
tional    factors    and    individual    traits    of    pa-
tients,    e.g.,    patient’s    emotions,    patient’s    per-
sonal    preferences,    and    environmental    fac-
tors.    

Recommendation    
Sensors    used    to    capture    physiological    measures    are    known    to    not    
work    well    with    disabled    bodies    [42]    and    their    use    needs    to    be    con-
sidered    from    an    ethical    perspective.    We    recommend    the    exploration    
and    use    of    manual    approaches    to    measure    situational    factors    (e.g.,    
[26]),    and    emphasise    the    need    for    more    comprehensive    initial    set-up    
and    calibration    routines.    

Key    Lesson    2:    viewing    player    performance    through    the    lens    of    vulnerability    

Observation    
Physical    therapy    inherently    focuses    on    
tasks    that    are    challenging    for    patients    and    
therapists    aim    to    ensure    experiences    of    suc-
cess    through    constructive    rather    than    nega-
tive    feedback.    

Recommendation    
We    recommend    that    game    design    completely    avoid    instances    of    
failure,    e.g.,    through    avoiding    provision    of    negative    feedback    and    
removing    focus    on    quantitative    performance    indicators.    We    fur-
ther    suggest    considering    the    use    of    competence-enhancing    design    
strategies,    e.g.,    initially    presenting    players    with    tasks    they    have    suc-
cessfully    completed    in    the    past,    and    adapting    based    on    subjective    
player    experience    and    psychological    player    state    (e.g.,    [26]).    

Key    Lesson    3:    games    as    an    opportunity    to    increase    patient    self-determination    

Observation    
Our    results    suggest    that    physical    therapy    is    
often    a    space    devoid    of    meaningful    provi-
sion    of    autonomy.    

Recommendation    
Games    may    ofer    a    way    to    instil    a    sense    of    autonomy    in    this    con-
text    [66],    and    involve    patients    in    meaningful    and    collaborative    goal-
setting    [44,    54].    

Key    Lesson    4:    recognizing    the    limitations    of    game-based    physical    therapy    and    the    unique    value    of    human-led    
approaches    
Observation    
Therapists    exert    a    level    of    detail,    care,    
and    persistence    when    adjusting    sessions    
which    today’s    technology    would    struggle    
to    achieve.    

Recommendation    
We    suggest    viewing    games    as    a    supplementary    technology,    e.g.,    to    
support    patients    during    home    exercises,    rather    than    trying    to    create    
them    in    a    way    that    would    replace    human-led    therapy.    
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Table    1:    Summary    of    the    key    lessons    and    recommendations    from    our    analysis    alongside    the    key    observations    that    motivated    
them.    

support    their    motivation,    other    aspects    such    as    health    and    safety    
also    need    to    be    considered,    an    aspect    which    is    particularly    relevant    
when    working    with    children    and    adolescents.    Likewise,    there    is    evi-
dence    that    games    do    not    always    support    autonomy    (e.g.,    depending    
on    the    (social)    context    [24]),    which    needs    to    be    considered    in    their    
design    and    deployment.    

6    LIMITATIONS    AND    FUTURE    WORK    
Our    work    needs    to    be    interpreted    in    the    light    of    a    few    limitations.    
Most    importantly,    due    to    the    qualitative    nature    of    our    research    
approach,    we    only    involved    a    small    number    of    therapists    who    prac-
tice    in    Belgium    in    the    interviews,    and    focused    on    those    working    
in    pediatric    physical    therapy.    In    the    future,    it    may    be    valuable    to    
involve    additional    therapists    (e.g.,    those    working    with    adults),    and    
approach    a    bigger    participant    group,    for    example,    by    leveraging    
online    surveys    that    examine    therapeutic    practice    more    widely.    It    

would    also    become    possible    to    examine    whether    the    relative    uni-
formity    of    therapeutic    approaches    observed    in    our    study    is    a    result    
of    the    small    sample    size,    or    in    fact    due    to    broad    use    of    comparable    
strategies.    

We    operationalise    autonomy    as    choice    in    our    interview    ques-
tions    and    throughout    our    analysis,    as    this    mirrors    the    approach    to    
autonomy    often    taken    in    technology    design    (e.g.,    [82,    84]).    How-
ever,    in    doing    so,    we    limited    our    study    of    the    concept    and    did    not    
explore    in-depth    whether    children    acted    out    of    their    own    volition.    
Further,    our    work—to    date—only    involves    perspectives    from    thera-
pists.    While    this    was    an    explicit    choice    in    the    work    presented    here    
as    we    wanted    to    understand    how    they    approach    therapeutic    prac-
tice,    self-determination    in    physical    therapy    can    and    must    also    be    
viewed    through    the    lens    of    the    patient.    In    the    future,    we    therefore    
aim    to    expand    our    work    to    incorporate    perspectives    of    children    and    
adolescents,    and    we    are    particularly    curious    to    learn    more    about    
their    experience    of    autonomy    (support)    in    the    context    of    physical    
therapy.    
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Building    on    this    more    comprehensive    perspective,    we    plan    to    
derive    a    framework    for    the    integration    of    SDT    in    games    for    physical    
therapy,    which    we    plan    to    further    refne    through    analysis    of    existing    
games    in    this    space.    Finally,    our    work    has    been    of    theoretical    nature,    
and    we    are    excited    to    further    examine    implications    of    our    results    
presented    here    through    implementation    in    and    evaluation    of    game    
prototypes    to    support    physical    therapy.    

7    CONCLUSION    
Many    attempts    to    leverage    games    to    support    physical    therapy    have    
been    made    in    the    past,    assuming    an    inherent    ‘motivational    pull’    
superior    to    that    of    human-led    physical    therapy.    However,    rela-
tively    little    attention    has    been    paid    to    what    HCI    games    research    
can    learn    from    how    therapists    work    with    patients    in    an    efort    to    
inform    game    design    through    therapeutic    practice.    Leveraging    Self-
Determination    Theory    and    its    mini-theories    Basic    Psychological    
Needs    Theory    and    Organismic    Integration    Theory    as    a    theoretical    
lens,    we    close    this    gap    and    show    that    patient    motivation    plays    an    
important    role—particularly    in    physical    therapy    for    children    and    
adolescents—with    therapists    applying    various    strategies    to    carefully    
adjust    physical    therapy    sessions    and    engage    patients,    going    beyond    
what    is    currently    ofered    by    games.    Hence,    our    work    contributes    
implications    for    the    design    of    games    for    physical    therapy;    however,    
it    also    needs    to    be    understood    as    a    reminder    for    our    community    to    
ensure    that    we    carefully    study    roles    and    context    of    activities    that    we    
seek    to    replace    or    augment    through    interactive    technology.    Here,    
our    work    presents    a    frst    step    toward    understanding    therapeutic    
practice    more    comprehensively,    and    ofers    insights    that    can    serve    
as    a    stepping    stone    toward    theory-driven    design    and    development    
of    adaptive    games    for    physical    therapy    that    are    rooted    in    an    under-
standing    and    appreciation    of    game    design    and    therapeutic    practice    
alike.    
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